Connect to your Giving
Engage with the Arts in your Unique Way

With your support we want to increase equity, diversity and inclusion in our arts and culture
community. We aim to grow donors and advocates; create a pipeline for staff, board and
volunteers; elevate artists and arts leaders; and feature works of art, productions and exhibits
that speak to underrepresented perspectives and experiences.

ArtsPride
ArtsPride provides the opportunity to discover and celebrate the arts, artists, leaders and stories
that are essential to a vibrant LGBTQIA community.

Farnsley by 40
Leaders under 40 network with peers, artists and local thought leaders as emerging philanthropists.
With accessible tiered giving levels, young donors can build onto their gift each year, with the intention
of joining Farnsley Society with a gift of $1,949 by age 40.

Hamilton Society
Named in honor of local sculptor and activist, Ed Hamilton, leaders of diverse cultures engage in
celebrating and growing diversity in the arts and cultural sector.

Women’s Leadership Circle
Women leaders join in conversation and arts experiences that celebrate women artists, leaders and
highlight the essential feminine voice.
Engagement
Each donor group has its own signature art experiences throughout the year that focus on
relevant topics, showcase artists and develop conversation and awareness. Members of
any of the above groups are also invited to the annual Farnsley Society Cocktail Reception,
and behind the scenes arts experiences at two ArtSpeak events.
How to Join:
Farnsley Society donors at $1,949 or above or members of Farnsley by 40 can elect to
engage and be recognized with any of the affinity groups described above. Donors can
join more than one group. Suggested annual giving levels for Farnsley
by 40 are: Age 20-25, $365; Age 26-29, $500; Age 30-35, $1,000;
Age 36-39, $1,500 and Age 40, $1,949.

Interested?
Contact Morgan Eklund, Manager of Events and Volunteers
at meklund@fundforthearts.org or 502-882-8697

fundforthearts.org

